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Please read the following:



Please read the following:



Video: Do Actions Really 
Speak Louder Than Words?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKhsavlvuao

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKhsavlvuao


The 55/38/7 Formula
55% of communication is body language, 38% is the tone of 
voice, and 7% is the actual words spoken…

…if the verbal component and the nonverbal component do 
not match. 

“When verbal communications conflict with nonverbal 
communications, people will utilize the nonverbal cues 
to interpret the true meaning.”



Spoken vs. Written Language

“A speech is not an essay on its hind legs.” –James A. Winans



Information flows 
much more 
quickly than it 
used to…

…and your emails 
have to compete 
for your 
recipient’s 
attention.



Please read the following:



Crafting Effective Emails

…not just a skill, but an art.



Crafting: 
Creating something 
with skill and time.



Kelly and Fred’s Checklist

 Think about the topic of your message.
 What do you want to communicate?
 Is email even the most efficient method of 

communication?
 Who should receive it?

Don’t always cast the net far and wide to 
avoid the misery of Reply All



Kelly and Fred’s Checklist (continued)

 Crafting the message

 A subject line that points the way is crucial

 Stay focused with the Bottom Line Up Front (BLUF)

 What format for the balance?

Bullets?

Numbers?

How Bold will you go?

 Attachments and Links

 Save the fluff decisions for last

Greetings, Closings, Emojis, the right font



Think about the topic of your message.
What do you want to communicate?

Is email even the most effective form of 
communication?

 Four times you never want to email

 When you’re MAD!
 When you are rebuking or criticizing

 If the chances are high you will be misunderstood

 When you need to apologize



Clear Subject Lines – Start Off Right!

 Capture your reader with the gist of your message 

 Keep it short – 8 words are ideal

 Key words at the beginning

 Keep it specific to the topic

 No Filler words

 And not ALL CAPS

 Forbidden Subject Lines:
 Today;  Tomorrow;  Hello:  Important!



Let’s craft a subject line and short, clear text

 Subject:  Important!  Read Immediately
 What is so important?  
 How about…
 Subject:  Cars parked in Lower Lot will be towed 

at Noon today!
 Text of mail:  Emergency repairs to the sprinkler 

system require all cars in the lower lot to be 
moved by noon today.  Cars still in the lot at the 
at time will be towed. Please move your car 
immediately!



... And Two More

 Subject:  Madeline Rowe
 So what’s the deal with Madeline?
 Subject:  Revised assignments for 8/3/18 included here
 Text of email:  Madeline will be out today.  Revised 

assignments are attached.  Please contact me with 
questions.

 Subject:  30 confirmed for Friday
 Better Subject Line:  30 confirmed for Friday – Larger 

Room?
 Text of email:  I’ve heard from all invitees. Seating will be 

really tight.  I have reserved the larger third floor meeting 
room.  OK to proceed this way?



The Subject Line Can Say It All

Subject: Quick Question

Begin and End the message in the Subject Line!

Subject: Are all 8/6/18 Pro Se Filings Scanned? (EOM)

If you can contain all your information in the subject line, 
you can add “EOM” (for “End of Message”) at the end of the 
subject line and skip writing the body of the email. 



Keep the Message Focused --
Present the Bottom Line Up Front 

(BLUF)

 Get right to the point at the beginning, when your 
reader’s attention is the most focused. 

 A good BLUF declares the purpose of the email 
and the action required.

 The BLUF, together with the subject line, should 
answer the five Ws: who, what, where, when, 
why.



Who, What, Where, When, Why --
Did We Pass the Test?



Who, What, Where, When, Why --
Did We Pass the Test?



Subject: Review of my COA errors - Meeting on Thursday?

Ellis LIberty
to:
Fred Childers

08/6/2018 04:28 PM

I am concerned about the number of errors assessed to me on 
last month's error log.  I believe I followed the written 
instructions precisely.  

Does this Thursday at 10:00 a.m. - your office - work for us to 
meet and discuss?  Please confirm as soon as you are able.

Thanks



Make it easy on the eyes…

 Write short paragraphs and separate them with blank lines. 

 Don’t run your points together. Separating them makes 
retaining them easier. Think bullet points, not paragraphs.

 Bolding is good for important details, like deadlines. ALL CAPS 
is yelling. 

 Save the emojis for your group text. 

 Remember to proofread!

And no, not with fancy fonts



Let’s rework this email 









Attachments and Links

 Try sending an attachment to yourself first to make sure it 
can be easily opened before sending it to others.

 Consider excerpting the most important piece of the 
attachment in the email itself in addition to – or in lieu of 
– sending an attachment.

 Is it possible to send a link instead?

 If you send a link, let people know what it is so they know 
it isn’t spam, or something with sound that might disturb 
people.



Final Check before Hitting Send

 Make sure your expectations for the recipient are clearly 
defined.

 Clearly state any necessary dates or deadlines, and 
consider bolding them.

 Use read receipts sparingly, if at all; use cc/bcc cautiously 
and judiciously. 



Please read the following:



Be a Good Reader
 Read the whole email before you respond, to 

make sure you don’t miss any questions or other 
important information.

 Answer questions in your emails promptly, just as 
you would if you were asked in person.

 If something seems off, neutrally ask the sender if 
they can clarify what they meant.



Kelly and Fred’s Recipient Checklist
 Determine Urgency

 Reply only when you have something to say – Don’t play Hot Potato

 Use Reply All appropriately

 If you can’t answer quickly, send a short reply setting out a timetable

 Update the Subject Line

 Be Specific
 If the point was numbered in the original email, reply by referring to the number 

of the point. 

 If the points weren’t numbered in the original, number the points in your reply, 
with the opening line for each point referring specifically to what was referenced 
in the original email. And, then, briefly “headline” each point so that the reader 
knows what you are referring to. 



Update the Subject Line when You Reply

RE:    John Smith, 18-60741- Private Entry now on Docket

RE:    Today - FORBIDDEN (Remember!)

RE:    Metal Door

RE:    Metal Door 

RE:    Launch of Tableau Licenses - Registration Now Confirmed

RE:    New Docket Event - Chp. 12 to 7 in the works

RE:    Metal Door

RE:    Today - FORBIDDEN (Remember!)

RE:    case no 08-43274 - Discharge now processed

RE:    Metal Door

RE:    New Docket Event - Chp. 12 to 7



Email Etiquette for 
Writers and Readers

 Be polite, but brief.
 Know your audience.
 Whenever possible, assume good intent.
 Remember that email is not truly private and 

provides a written record.
 Let your email speak for itself. Don’t call or come 

by five minutes later.



Email in Real Life

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTgYHHKs0Zw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTgYHHKs0Zw


Thanks for joining us!
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